Negative modulation of signal transduction via interleukin splice variation.
Interleukin 6 (IL-6) belongs to a large group of secreted proteins called cytokines functioning to mediate and regulate immunity, inflammation, and hematopoiesis with direct effects on cell proliferation, apoptosis, and differentiation. Along with the IL-6 protein, two of its splice variants, IL-6delta2 and IL-6delta4, were reported to be transcribed or expressed in vivo in human, and the mRNAs of IL-6delta3 and IL-6delta5 had been observed in mouse. While the existence of different splice variants of IL-6 has been shown, very little is known on how the structural modifications of IL-6 resulting from the formation of the different splice variants may alter cytokine functions. We have analyzed the potential effects splicing would have on interactions with the cell surface receptor complex. We (1) constructed three-dimensional structures of the IL-6 splice variants, IL-6delta2, IL-6delta3, and IL-6delta4, with the assumption that an interleukin splice variant as a folded protein should retain a functional hydrophobic core; (2) reconstructed the ternary structural complexes consisting of the modeled IL-6 splice variants, the IL-6 receptor molecule (IL-6R) and the dimeric signal-transducing protein, gp130, and (3) analyzed all complexes and made comparisons with the X-ray structure of the wild-type IL-6 complex. We identified three separate sites on IL-6 where interactions are made with IL-6R and with each of the two copies of gp130. The structural consequences of losing an exon lead to a unique pattern of lost interaction with different components of the receptor complex. Thus, in IL-6 and its splice variants, the exons appear to have compartmentalized roles contributing to the combined function of the cytokine. The modeled interactions suggest that splice variants could act as antagonists, and that IL-6delta2, missing the signal peptide, would be a cytoplasmic protein and be released and interact with nearby cell-surface receptors when cells are damaged. We argue that in the case of IL-6, helix E may act as a "silent secondary structure," which only has an active role when it substitutes for a part of the hydrophobic core, for example, replacing helix A in IL-6delta2.